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1. ~STMCT
~ls paper presents the object-oriented image retrieval
mechanism ~vhlchprovides the content model, the indexing
scheme, and tie query processing techniques m a whole.
Three types of image content i.e., visual features, semantic
features, and keywords, are define~ and they are repre-
sented using the object-oriented data model. Three types of
index structures corresponding to the identied features are
elaborated to facilitate the semch. The query processing
techniques to process complex queries which use multiple
types of indexes are also descriied Experiments have been
carried out on large image collections to demonstrate the
effectiveness of the proposed retrieval mechanism.

1.1 Ke~ords
content-based retrieva image indexing, object-oriented
model, multimedia database

2. PRODUCTION
h eve~day life, a large amount of images is produced in
\rtious domains ~d fie~ ~onten~ me &1ver5e_ nelvs foot-
age, medical imagery, art collections, weather photos,
movie images. and more. & important research issue
caused horn thii widespread use of images is content-based
image retrieval which helps users retrieve relevant images
based on their contents. To provide such a facility images
are analyzed so that their content descriptions can be ex-
tracted and stored in a database. The descriptions are then
used to search the database and to determine which images
satis@ the mer’s query selection criteria These descrip-
tions are called metadata. The effectiveness of content-
based retrieval depends largely on the availabifi~ of rich
metadata. The d~criminating power of the retrieval system
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increases as more information describing the image content
is included in the metadata. Thus, many kinds of informa- 1

tion maybe included in the metadati, and some of them are
I

inherently umtructured and some others have certain
structures such as tree or graph. The motivation behind our
work is to uni~ the structured and unstructured metadata
through object-oriented data model. ,I

Let m discuss the effect of the unstructured modeling, 1-
i

which does not use any specific data model to describe and I
represent the image content on the image retrieval system.
The most obvious advantage of the unstruc~ed approach ~
is that it is easy to query or browse for novice and infre-
quent users, because they need not to know about the
schema structure of the image database. However, the da-
tibase administmtors or frequent users may want to query
in precise manner to restrict the search scope. The second
advantage of the uns~ctured approach is that it is simple
to inse~ delete, and update data objects, because there is ,--
not a complex schema s~cture. However, this tmstrac-
tured approach loses many advantages that can be acquired
from the s~ctured approach.

We model the metidata using object-oriented data .
model. The reasons why we use the object-oriented ap-
proach to construct our content-based image retrieval sys-
tem are as follows:

● Using the structure of metadata promotes the clustering
of objects with similar characteristics on the secondary
storage when they are stored in the databas~

● Queries using tie schema restrict the search space only to
the given class or class hierarchy, and therefore, the
search performance may be improved and’more exact re-
sults can be obtained.

● Schemas make efficient to browse the database due to
their structural organimtion;

● It is convenient to manage the objects with common ..

properties because they are grouped by inheritance rela-
tionship;
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● The facilities, e.g., query by example and query by key-
words, rdlow novice users to query the database without
knowing about the schema strucme.

W7eare developing the content-based image retrievrd
system based on the object-oriented model. The work has
three gords: (1) to develop the content model of image to
describe the image conten~ (2) to develop the indexing
scheme to index the metada~ (3) to investigate the proc-
essing techniques for compIex queries.

The first god is to fid what kinds of information ae
necessary to make the image retrieval system effective. To
achieve the second god we need separate indexes for the
feature sets descnimg the image conten~ because each
feature set has its own intrinsic properties which cannot be
mixed with others. For example, the visual features such as
colors and texties are quantifiable, wtie the features
which can be obtained only by human sense cannot be
quantified by any metric fanction. The third god is to de-
velop the processing tectilques for queries using multiple
feature sets. Efficient query processing is an essentird re-
quirement in any information system.

3. OB~CT-Oa~ED COWEW
RIODEL

Conceptually, an object has a set of attributes and a set of
methods. An attribute corresponds to the instance variable
and can take object as its value. The mefiods are functions
act as an interface to other objects. h the following, even if
we mention only attributes it is assumed that there are
methods associated to the attributes.

3.1 h Image Object
The basic system unit that wfil be stored and retrieved is an
image object. An image object I consists of a bo~ B and a
tiader H. The body is a binary bitmap image. The header
is a metadata th2t de:cnies the content of the image- We
model the header as a triplet H= (C,, C=CJ, where

● C, is a class which consists of a fixed number of visual
featire a~ibutes;

;-

. C=is a class which consists of a f~ed number of semantic [“

feature attributw,

● Ck is a class which consists of a variable number of@-
wor~.

An object 0,. instantiated from class C, includes the visu-
rd features which are extracted automatically by the image
processing subsystem. The visual features would be colors,
textures, shapes, positions, and so on. We regard the OVas a
point in an n-dimensional visual feature space, where n is
the number of visual features extracted. Each visual feature
represents one dimension and therefore n represents the
dirnensionality of the visual feature space.

An object 0= instantiated from class C=has a fixed num-
ber of semantic (i.e., non-quantifiable or abstract) features
that should be extracted manually by human sense or that
can be deduced by the system when the image is inserted
into the database. The semantic features contain higher
level of abstract information than the visual features. For
example we can enumerate the following common simple
semantic attributes of an image:

● title: title of image,

. subjecti peace, love, architecture, nature, and so on,

● we: Pa~tkg, scenery, portrait, and so on,

● perspectivti aerird, ground, or close-up,

● orientation: hotiontal or vertical,

. date: date when the picture is shot,

An object Ok instantiated from class C~ consists of a !
variable number of keywords. The set of keywords has no ~
certain structure. Keywords give the gist of an image. They ~
are words or sequence of words which describe the content -
of an image that can not be easily described using only
simple common attributes. Keywords may contain the
highest level of abstract information among other features.
Figure 1 shows an example image class hierarchy con-
structed by our content model.

Image

Visual

Animal Plant Art

/1 /1 /\ /\ /\ /\ /\
Dog C2t FIower Cactus Nfount Sea Truck Jeep Helicopter Fighter Asia Europe Painting Sculpture

— aggregation relationship
inheritance relationship

Figure 1. An example image class hierarchy
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3.2 Queries
A ~er qzeg? is the specification of a header that closely
corresponds to the informatiori known about the image.
Users can query the image database based on the three
Qpes of class attribute the semantic, keyword and visual.
Some attribute values may be omitted or given a spec%c
values Or range of vrdues. Keywords are spec~ed by
providing a set of words that descnie the image. Viual
features are given by example images, user-sketched
drawings, or selected color and textie patterns.

To summarize the different types of queries, we have the
following

● Simple queries that speci~ a singIe attribute value for
each possible attribute md require the exact match,

● Range queries that either e~Tlicitiy spec~ a range of
values for some of the attributes, as in (1O“/O< red <
30°/0) and (300/0< green < 40°/0) and (SOO/Os blue <
90%), or impficitiy speci~ a range of values by leaving
one or more attributes vrdues unspecified

● Similarip or naest neighbor queries that give an ex-
ample image or user-sketched dra~ving and require to
&d most similar images to a ~iven one.

● CoJS2plasimilari~ querim that consist of one or more
similarity queries and other types of queries. For exam-
ple, retrieve five images which are most similar to a
gik’enimage and whose subject is nature.

Since the complex similari~ query covers dl other types
of queries, we will focus our attention on the complex
similarity query. The other types of query processing
methods can be found in [4].

4. ~EWG SCmhm
This section describes the indexing scheme that facilitate
the search. Our indexing scheme consists of three ~es of
index structures which correspond to visual class, semantic
class. and ke}nvord class.

4.1 Visual hdexes
Jf7eassume that a set of n visual features have been ex-
tracted (semi-)automatically from each image. They may
be dominant colors, texties, shapes, and so on. A set of n
visual features is represented by a visual object O,. = ~,

A. ..=,$), ~~here~. I s is n, corresponds to one feature
value, and is mapped to a point in an n-dmensional visual
feature space. Iire use the HG-mee [4] as our underlying
index structure for organizing the visual feature indexes. It
is one of the most successful multidimensional point index
structures. The HG-tree ~qarantees the storage utiltition
of 66.7?4 (2/3) in worst case and typically achieves more
than S0?4. It was shown that the HG-tree is faiily robust
even in hi~~ dmensions and it achieves good response
time.

Many other image retrieval systems used some other *.
index structures. The QBIC system adopted the R*-tree [1].
Petrakis and Faloutsos [24] used R-tree [14]. Mehrotra and ,“
Gary [20] used the K-D-B-tree [26]. The systems, CAFHR
[29], STAR [30], and ~ang and ~ong [32] employed the
iconic index tree based on the Self-Organizhg Map [17].

,.

Compared with the other index structures, the performance
of the spatial index structures such as R-tree and R*-tree
degenerates drastically with an increase in the dimension-

,-

afi~ of the underlying feature space, because their fanout
decreases in inversely proportional to the dimensionality.
Fanout gives the number of entries expected within an in- ,,

dex node. All current spatial index structures suffer from
tiIS dimensionali~ curse. 1

The iconic index trees based on the SOM simplifi the [“
multidimensional problem by converting it to a one-
dimensional clustering problem based on similarities. The ~
major problem of these index structures is that they are ;’”

static. Another problem is that they are constructed only for
nearest neighbor queries. Thus, it is difficult to process
range queries. In fact most of the index structures, e.g., i-
W-tree [6] and GNAT [3], designed only for nearest
neighbor queries have these common problems, i.e., they
are static and appropriate only for similarity search.

The HG-tree, which is one of the multidimensional point
index structures, avoid all above problems. It is less influ-
enced by the increase of the dimensionality than the spatial
index structures, because it represents each directory region
covered by the data set by only two Hilbert values regard-
less of the dimensionality. h addition, the HG-tree is com-
pletely dynamic. Due to these reasons we adopted the HG-
tree as our underlying index structure. However, other re-
cent index structures such as M-mee [7], X-tree [2], and SS-
tree [2S] maybe applied to the system instead of the HG-
tree if they show better performance than the HG-tree.

k the HG-tree, all n-dimensional values are transformed
into l-dimensional points using space-filling tune, and
specifically Hilbert cuwe [15], before they can be used.
This promotes the deferred node splitting to be used when
node ovetiow occurs, and therefore guarantees high stora-
ge utilization. A space-)lling cuwe is a mapping that maps
the unit interval onto the n-dimensional unit hyper-
rectangle continuously. mile there are other space-filling
curves such as the Peano curve [23] and the Gray-code
curve [11], it was shown that the Hilbert curve achieves
better clustering than the others [12, 16]. The desirable
features of the Hilbert curve are that the points close on the
~bert curve areclose in the domain space, and the points
close in the domain space are likely to be close on the Hil-
bert curve.

To minimize the dead space (i.e., the space which does
not include any actual data but covered by the directory
region) of the index node, the HG-tree encloses a set of
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entries in a node by minimum bounding intenal @Q.
MB1 is the smallest iutervd on the Hdbert curve, which
completely encloses all the regions at lower level. The MBI
J is represented by ~vo Hllbert values at both ends of inter-
val, 1= (Hl, Hz), where H] is the starting point and HI is the
ending point on the h~I.

me HG-tree consists of internal and leaf nodes as in
other index trees. A Ie@node contains at most CIentries of
the form (oid ~, where Cl is the capacity of the Ieaf node,
ojd is a pointer to the object in database, and H is the Hil-
beti value for the feature vector. & interml node con-
at most C. entries of the form @tr, ~, where C. is the ca-
paci~ of an intemd node, ptr is a pointer to the c~d node,
and 1 is the MB1. The entries in nodes are maintained in
Wllbert order.

4.2 Semantic Indexes
Queries in object-oriented database are formulated with
reference to a @get class c with hvo possible interpreta-
tions: the query can be evaluated on the set of M objects
which belong exclusively to the target class c, or it maybe
evaluated on the set of dl objects belonging to any class in
the class hierarchy rooted at c. To support concurrently
both types of queries, we provide more efficient alternative
implementation based on the X-tree [5]. The centi idea of
the X-tree is to transform the object indexing problem into a
2-dimensiond range search problem by imposing an ap-
propriate linear order on classes in a class hierarchy. With
this transformation, every query Q can be mapped to a 2-
dimensiond search space with the class ordering as one
dmension and the indexed attribute as the other dimension.
This search space takes the form of a rectan=mlarregion R@
The answers to a query Q consists of dl the data poin~
~vhlchMl withii the region R&

Example 1. Consider the class hierarchy shown in Fiame
2, which is mapped to the sequence A, B, E, F, G, C, D
using tie preorder traversal of the class hierarchy. The
query is represented by rectangular region ([c, c 1, [r, rq),
where [c, c ~ defines the class range and [r, r ~ defines the
range of atibute vrdues. As illustrated at ~) in Fiawe 2,
the query Q1 corresponds to a class hierarchy query on the

A
B c D

A F

(a)

class Bon the attribute range [1, 5]. Query Q2 is a query on
the entire class hierarchy with the indexed attribute restict-
ed to value 3. Query Q3 corresponds to a single class query
on class C with range [4, 6].

Unlike the X-tree which uses the K-D-B-tree-like struc-
ture as underlying structure, we employ the HG-tree as our
underlying structure for indexing the hierarchy of semantic
features, because of the performance advantages of the
HG-tree over the K-D-B-tree. We construct one (@l)-
dmensional semantic index tree, which consists of n com-
mon semantic feature dimensions and one class ordering
duension, rather than n 2-dimensional X-trees. Thus the
class hierarchy indexing problem is transformed into a
(*l) -dimensional range search problem.

The advantages of using single multi-attribute (SMA)
index over using multiple single-attribute ~SA) indexes
are obvious. FirsL the clustering of index pages and data
pages on disk can reduce significantly the number of VO
operations needed for database accesses. Second, to process
multi-attribute queries in MSA index, multiple independent
accesses to separate indexes and the intersection of the
multiple partial results are needed to get a final result.
Third, when new object is inserted into or deleted horn a
database, SMA index organintion needs only single update
for its index, while MSA index requires multiple updates.

4.3 Ke~ord Indexes
The signature$le has proved to be a convenient indexing
technique for keywords [8, 18, 19, 25, 27, 33]. Multidi-
mensional index smctures are not appropriate for indexing
keywords, because they assume that the dimensionality of
the domain space is small and cons~t. However, the num-
ber of keywords given by users to query may be variable.
Moreover, most of the multidimensional index structures
stier from the dirnensionality curse.

The main idea of the signature file is to derive propefiies
of data objects, called signatures, and store them in a sepa-
rate file. Signatures are hash-coded binary words of fixed
Iength. A collection of the derived signatures is called sig-
nature file. Although a lot of research has been done on the
improvement of the performance of a signature file, most

;~ , Q2~ , Q,

F II I Q1

Figure 2. Transformation of class indexing to a 2-dimensional indexing problem
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of the researches have been performed for static environ-
ment where update operations are rarely occurred. Our in-
dexing scheme requires a +namic environment me hvo
representative djmamic signature files are S-tree [S] and
Quick filter [33]. fie main idea of the S-tree is to group
adjacent si~atures and build a B-tree on top of them. me
major problem of the S-tree is that the performance is de-
generated as the query signature weight becomes lower.
me number of 1’s in a signature is called the signatire
~t’eigkt.h the Quick filter, a signature We is partitioned by
a hash fiction and the partitions are orgtied by ~iear
hashing. ~erefore, it is appropriate for the dynamic envi-
ronment and results in good pefiormmce in the queries
with high signature weights. How7ever,if the distribution of
si.gnatnres is nonuniform, then similar signatures are fre-
quently generated and therefore the oveflow rate increases
md the storage utihtion decreases. ~ese degenerate the
performance of the Quick filter.

To attack tie disadvantages of existing dynamic sigua-
ture files, we combme the concepts of the HG-tree and the
frame-sticed signame file [19]. Using the HG-tree, which
is a complete dynamic index structure, we solve the prob
lem caused by high ovefiow and low storage utibtion.
lVe also tac~e the problem caused by light weight signa-
mes by adopting of frarne-sficed signature method. ne
leaf nodes of the HG-tree are built using the concept of the
fiarue-sliced signa~e file. me duectory regions in the
nodes are represented by the image signatures.

At fis~ a signature is divided into sfiames, and c ties
me selected out of a total ofs ties using one hash func-
tion h,. To make up the ~t’ordsignatie (i-e., the signature
corresponding one keyword) m bhs are set to “l” in the
selected c hes using tie second hash function hz. me
~ame signawre is constructed by superimposing the parts
belong to the corresponding me of word signatures. At
last the image signatire descnbmg the content of an image
is cons~cted by combining the tie signatures.

Example 2. Fi=~e 3 shows the procedure of constructing
an image signamre based on the frames when an image
consists of a set of four keywords, {‘sky’, ‘sea’, ‘bridge’,

a set of keywords ok= { ‘sky’, ‘sea’, ‘bridge’, ‘ship’}

ke31vords bel tie2 tie3

sky 0010 1000

I sea I 0100 0100 I
bridge I 0100. 0001 I
s~zip 0010 1000
fiagesi=~a~e 0110 1101 1100

Fi=~re 3. me procedure constructing the image signature
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‘ship ‘}. h Figure 3, it is assumed that the length of an im-
age signature is 12 bits, the number of total frames is 3, the
number of frames to be selected is 2 and the number of bits
to be set is 2. me word signatures of keywords ‘sW’, ‘sea’,
‘bridge’ and ‘sh@’ are assumed to be 001010000000,
000001000100, 010000010000, and 001000001000,
respectively. me image signature becomes 0110 1101
1100 when we concatenate the frame signatures 0110,1101
and 1100-

~e leaf and internal node structures of the HG-tree for
indexing keyword signatures are slightly modified to ac-
commodate the keyword indexes. fie entry in a leaf node
has the form (oid, fl, where oid is a pointer to the raw im-
age in the database and F is au image signature which con-
sists ofs fiarnes (Fl, Fz, .... F,). me entry in an internal
node has the form @tr, ~, where ptr is a pointer to the
child node and S is a signature made by superimposing all
the image signatures in the corresponding child node.

men we construct the HG-tree with image signatures,
the values of the image signatures are interpreted as the
Hllbert values and they are inserted in the order of Hilbert
values. ~is interpretation procedure corresponds to the
mapping a point in s-dmensional space into a point in a
~mear Hilbert curve. me number of fiarnes, s, constituting
an image signature determines the dimensionality of the
keyword domain space and the image signature used in a
node of the HG-tree determines a directory region in the
domain space. me reason of using Hilbert mapping instead
of simply concatenating s frames is to place the similar
signatures into the same disk pages. Example 3 illustrates
Wls property.

ExampIe 3. Fibwe 4 shows (a) the binary number se-
quence and @) the Hilbert number sequence in a 4x4 grid
space. Since the two points B, and Bz are adjacen~ the cor-
responding signaties may be quite similar when we con-
catenate the codes in two directions. me si~atures (or
numeric values) of BI and Bz are 0011 and 0111, respec-
tively, and the signature suff~es are very similar. However,
the probability of placing the two signatures into same page

I I

00 01 10 11 00 01 10 11
(a) binary ordering (b) Hilbert ordering

Fibme 4- Illustration of binary number sequence vs. Hilbert
number sequence
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is very low, because the numeric difference of two signa-
tures is relatively large. ~ls may resdt in many random
accesses on disk. On the other hana The signa~es (or
Kllbefi values) of HI and Hz are 0101 and 0110, respec-
tively. ~us the probability of placing the two signatures
kto same page maybe very high, because the numeric ti-
ference of them is only 1. The points close on the Hllbert
curve are ako close in the domain space. Thii characteristic
can achieve a better clustering of pages and can avoid ex-
pensive random disk accesses.

~. ~~R17 PROCESS~G
me restit of a k-nearest neighbor query based on the visual
features is a sorted ~it with k most stiilar objects. On the
other han~ the resul~ of queries based on the semantic
features and ke>nvordsare sets of objects which satis~ the
queries. men the complex similarity queries are issued to
retrie\7e, the search procedure must synthesize the results of
different types of queries in a certain consistent manner.

Example 4. Let us consider the query Q] where a user
wants to retrieve 5 most stillar image to a given image 1
and whose subject is ‘animar:

~1: (C,(color-histogam) = ~> A (Cf(subject) = ‘animai>

h Wls case, the query result is probably a fist with 5 objects
sorted by the visual stillariq to the image I, where the
value of subject attribute in C, is animal. A reasonable way
to evaluate these Qpes of queries, in which tie result of one
que@ is a set and the result of the other query is a sorted
lis~ would be to fist evaluate the query whose result be-
comes a se! and tien to fid the sorted list consisting of the
required number of objects from the se~ Therefore, to
evaluate the query Q] in Wls example we detemine all ob-
jects tiat satis~ the predicate C=(subject)= ‘animai’, and
then obtain similarity scores of the objects, and finally re-
turn 5 objects which have highest similarity scores.

Example 5. Let us now consider the query Qz with two
stillarity predicates where a user wants to retrieve k best
matches which are similar to both of images I] and Iz:

Q (Crl(color-htiro~am)= ‘I,~

A (C,z(color-histogram)= ‘Ix~

There are several ways to deal with this kind of queries. An
obvious fact is fiat it is not correct to retrieve the best
match only for single predicate. h the query where several
sample images are given, we can transform it to a query
containing an image which is best matched to all query
images. b the query ~, we can fid a point P which is
closest to both points PI and Pl correspond~g to the ima-
ges 11 and 1:, respectively. Then we retrieve k objects
closest 10P.

Another solution to this Kid of que~ is Fagtis AOalgo-
rithm [9]. which independently evrduates the predicates in
the query and computes the overall similarity scores of the

objects in each result set based on a rule combining the
similarity scores. Finally it returns k objects in the order of
highest similarity scores.

It should be noted that the query results born the above
two methods, i.e., the method transforming the features in
several query images into the features of one best-matched
image in advance and Fagin’s AOalgorithm, maybe differ-
ent. h the former, the search target is changed to the object
most common to the given query objects, while in the latter
method the most similar objects among the separately se-
lected best matches are chosen. This difference for best
matches may make the final results different. To determhe
which method produces more exact results is not trivial and
may be dependent on the user’s viewpoint. One obvious
fact is that the former is f~ more efficient than the latter.

Example 6. Consider a database where images are char-
acterized globally by colors and textures and also charac-
terized by shapes and locations of the components within
the image. Let us assume that the two sets of visual feature
attributes, i.e., C,l = {color, texture}, Cti = {shape, loca-
tion}, are indexed separately. Consider the query QJ:

~: (C,.l(color, texture)= 71~

A (C,z (shape, location)= 1, ~.

h this case, since the domain space of two predicates are
made differen$ the evaluation of each predicate must be
performed independently and the algorithm such as Fagin’s
A. should be incorporated to combine two result sets. How-
ever, it is important to note that the visual features should
be integrated in a single index if possible, because the
independent evaluation of the predicates and the combina-
tion of the separate results are very expensive.

Fagin used the standard rules of fizzy logic [31] for
evaluating Boolean combinations of atomic formulas:

Conjunction rule: Sfi(x) = min {sA(x),s,(x)}

Disjunction rule: sAv~(x)= max {sA(x),SB(X)}

Negation rule s-~(x) = 1- s~(x)

where s~(x) is the similarity score of object x under the
query A. Although these rules have some attractive points
as shown in [9], the drawback is that it depends on only the
single operand, that is, Sin(x) (as well as sAv~(x))is always
equal either to s~(x) or s~(x). This does not reflect the effect
of all predicates. Wth this observation, we use other rule to
synthesize the results evaluated independently, which will
depend on all predicates in the query.

The fust step towards an evaluation of complex similar-
ity queries concerns how to compute the similarity score.
The next step is how to combine the similarity scores when
they are computed independently. As mentioned before, it
is desirable to build a single index which covers all features
if possible. However, the method to synthesize other types
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of queries should be invented in the cases that data reside in
multiple systems or features describing the image have
inherently different characteristics, e.g., some features are
quantifiable and the others are not

In gened, evaluating the stillarity of rm object with
respect to a query value can be done through the distmce
fi?ztio]z measuring tie distance befiveen feature values.
Definhion 1 gives the distance function used in our work

Definition 1. Distance function

A distatzce+nctiow 4 for any pair of feature values (x, y)
from the domain space D yields a non-negative red value
benveen O and 1, which shows the normrdiied distance
between x andy.

d: ~+ [0, 1]

The O distice denotes the exact match and the 1 distance
shows tie maximum difference.

Defiltion 2 gives the similarity fiction which assigns
maximum stillari~ (i.e., 1) in case of Odistance and m&-
es the stillarity inversely related to the distance.

Definition 2. Similarity function

JVe define the similaripfinctio~s, for any pair of feature
vrdues (x,y) as

S(A y) = 1 – d(x, y),

where d is a distance fiction. The similarity score is dso a
red v~ue in tie range [0, 1].

Let us now consider how to combine the sirniltity
scores computed h independent predicate evaluations.
Fagin used the standard rule of @ logic for this purpose.
Although it is not clear which is the best rule, it is irnpor-
~t to realtie tiat any spec~c model has some advan~es
and drawback. lVe do not consider the Fag3s tie as our
combination metho& because, in that rule, the best match
only for a certain specific predicate determines the overrdl
best match. JVe use the probabili~finction on the inde-
pendent predicates as our combining rule. Then tie overall
similarity score will be determined by the following defil-
tion.

Definition 3. Overall similarity fnnctions

ove~l stillarhy score of object x

= s,,,.h.,~m(x) = fisi (x)

j=1

where s, tie similarity tiction over the i-th predicate Ai
and m is the number of conjuncts, i.e., the number of simi-
larity predicates. ~s ovedl similarity function gives the
combined degree of stillarity.

lVith these distance and stillarity functions, the algo-
rithm Complex~Search based on the Fagtis AOalgw
rithm for processing the complex k-nearest neighbor query

can be given. Note that the procedure ~Search(Ai, k)
receives the predicate Ai and the number, k, of objects to
retrieve, and returns k objects with highest similarities. ,

I
Mgorithm Comple~Search(m,A, k)

;.
//m is the number of conjuncts (or predicates) ~ the query, ,
A is the set which consists of m predicates A,, i.e., A = {A,},
i= 1.. m, and k is the number of objects to retrieve II

1. ~itiahe]

fori+l tomdo

x+$

//X is initialed to empty set. X will contain the objects

returned from the k-nearest neighbor search. //

2. ~ind the k matches]

do{

fori+ltomdo{ ,“
G“+ ~Search(Ai, k)

// Gf is the set which will contain the objects and their

simtiarity values in the output from the processing of

the i-th k-nearest neighbor search conjunct Ap //

X+X UGi

} .
L+ny=lxj *

II L is a set which has the intersection ofXk. II ,.
} while (IL!< k) ,–,

//Perform loop until L has at least k objects.

IL]denotes the number of objects in the set L. //

3. [Compute the similarity scores for the candidates]

Y+{xlx=u;:lxi}

j+ the number of objects in Y

fori=ltojdo{

Compute the similari~ score c; ofxi in Yusing the

overall similarity finction.

Restore (xi, Ci)into Y.

}
4. [ Find the most similar k objects]

Return the sorted list of k objects with highest similarity

scores.

6. EWE=NTS
To test the effectiveness of our content-based image re-
trievd mechanism, we have constructed an image database
that has a 1,064 images. The images are 256-color bitmaps
with a varie~ of contents.

6.1 Visual Feature Extraction
To acquire the visual features we used statistical color mo-
ments of the histogram of an image- Since most histogram
bins of an image are sparsely populated and only a small ~
number of bins have the majority of pixel counts, we used ,

only the largest 32 bins (in terms of pixel counts) as the ~ ““
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representati\7e bins of the histo-gram. We used first two
moments of the h~togram as descriptors of an image:

p = l~jp,,
n j=,

where Xtiis the value of color component of j-ti bin, &j is
the frequency of xv k is tie number of toti bins, i.e. 32,
and ?Zis the total number of pixels in the histogram. Since
we use the RGB color model, tie j-th color component
comesponds to one of re~ green, and blue. The first m~
men~ p. defines the average intensity of each color com-
ponent The second momen~ Cfi is a measure of contrast
that can be used to represent relative smoothness.

kleasures of global color statistics using only histograms
suffer from the ~iitation that they carry no information
regardimg the reIative position of pixels. To overcome tils
limitation to some exlen~ we divided the image into 4 sub
areas and computed 2 moments for each snbare~ resulting
in a 24 (=2 moments x 3 color components x 4 sub-areas)
visurd features for an image. Using this 24dmensional

feature vector, we estimate the similarity, s(S, ~, between

two color histo=-s S and Tas follows

S(S>T) =

x($(Pik(s)-Y.(T)l+16ik(s)-6.(T)]j
1-

A

where A is a normdig factor.

6.2 Sample k-Nearest Neighbor Queries
Fiawe 5 shows the results of two sample 12-nearest neigh-
bor queriex

(a) Query 1: “Fkd 12 images most simiiar to fiage
tigera4.bmp.’

@) Query 2 “Fiid 12 images most stillar to image
tigera4.bmp and whose keyword is animar.

The image on the upper-left comer in Figure 5(a) and
5@) is the que~ image tjgera4. bmp and 12 most similar
images are retrieved in Iefi-right and top-down sequence:
In Figure 5(a), the query image, tigera4.bmp is, of course,
the most similar image, bench l.bmp is the second similar
image. and detail 14.bmp is the 12ndsimilar image. The re-
sult of Figure 5(a) is obtained only using visual features.
Obviously, rdl images retrieved from a real image database
have similar color properties to the given query image. On
the other hand, the keyword animal is used together with
the color visual features in the processing of Query2. As
you can see, the more the features are specified in the

I MI* +- ~lw.+!
(a) Queries using only color visual features

❑u,m‘m
;Q‘m‘*;@

-4 nlb -

(b) Queries using color visual features together with the

keyword anjmal

Figure 5. Two sample 12-nearest neighbor queries

query, the higher the selectfii~, i.e., the ratio of the expect-
ed number of answers over the total number of data in the
database, is increased.

7. CONCLUSIONS
~ this paper, we have considered the issues concerned with
the content model, the indexing scheme, and the query
processing techniques as a whole in content-based image
retrieval system. The content of an image consists of a set
of visual features, a set of semantic features, and a set of
keywords. Each component of the content may have differ-
ent structural characteristics, We model these multiple
~es of information using object-oriented approach. To
index three kinds of feature sets, three types of index

f-
1

!
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structures are proposed The underlying index structure is
tie HG-tree. The performance advantages of the HG-tree
make our indexing scheme efficienL The tectilques for
processing complex similarity queries are sdso provided.
These tiee issues are very important things to construct
the effective and efficient image retrieval system. b the
titare, ~veplan to consider whether the object-oriented data
model is still etiective when more complex types of infor-
mation coexist and how the different ~es of index struc-
tures and query evrduation strategies can improve the re-
trie~d performance of the system.
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